
The Power of Sharing You



Everyone has something 

they want to have happen  

and a story to tell 





Survival















Brain Evolved 

Respond to Story 



When Emotions are

Triggered 

Dopamine 

Floods the Brain









But not much of 

this???????



 Remember
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Yeah, that startup has some cool 
gamification, but it’s an X for Y 
model, they don’t even have a 

minimum viable product, and that 
space is already in Hype Cycle. 
Their only hope is to pull off an 

acqui-hire. And even then, I don’t 
know if they have a total 

addressable market.



Pumps need 

variable 
frequency drives 

to match the 
water needs and 
create electrical 

cost efficiencies. 



to tell a 
good story 

They are 
missing the 
chance



““ Even if you have reams of evidence 
on your side, remember: numbers 
numb, jargon jars, and nobody ever 
marched on Washington because of a 
pie chart. If you want to connect with 
your audience, tell them a story.”  

Andy Goodman



Neil Armstrong 
July 20, 1969



Text

An eye 
 for an eye
Hmmmm1970 The last 

time more than 
50%  
of Americans 
said they were 
very interested 
in space 
exploration



The NASA story 
changed from 

people to 
technology



Text Facts                                     Software                                                

It costs 
too much



Text

It costs 
too much



2014 

Very interested

Somewhat interested

Not at all



Text



Text New Software                               Hardware                                                                     

Hmmmm

The story of one 
man’s journey to 
space!





4 million followers on Twitter

Over 100,000 views on YouTube

1,135,000 Friends on Facebook

NASA’s 2016 and 2017 budgets the largest in 

10 years

Nominated for an Emmy Award

2017 



TROY LIBRARY



We have to have the 
facts and data but!.



“Facts don’t have the power 
to change someone’s story.  
Your goal is to introduce a 
new story that will let your 

facts in.” 

Annette Simmons 
The Story Factor:  

Inspiration, Influence and Persuation  
Through the Art of Storytelling   



Change begins with a Story 



What do good stories 
have in common? 



Storyteller --> Barrier -->  Barrier -->  Barrier -->  Achieve 

Act I                   

STORIES



Storyteller --> Barrier -->  Barrier -->  Barrier -->  Achieve G

Act I                 Act II                        

STORIES



Storyteller --> Barrier -->  Barrier -->  Barrier --> End Result 

Act I                 Act II              Act III

STORIES



LIfe in Balance - Incident - Out of Balance 

Tells what it’s like to deal with opposing forces 

Work with scarce resources

Make difficult decisions 

Take action despite risks

Ultimately uncover the truth 







What if you’re not 
Hollywood?

Failing infrastructure







This pipe - from 1882 - burst this year





“I opened my back door and I got hit by a wave of water 
that knocked me almost on my butt.”







Probability of Failure
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75% of our pipes are over 80 years old









We can invest in our infrastructure for 
a thriving economy…



We can keep our water safe and clean 
for future generations



Because we all depend on a

strong and reliable water system



Storytelling is an 
essential human 
activity and the 

harder  the situation 
the more essential it is.



What change do you want? 

Change begins with a 
Story 


